We tested a single pendulum simulation and observed the influence of several situation space segmentation types in reinforcement learning processes in order to propose a new adaptive automation for situation space segmentation. Its segmentation is performed by the Contraction Algorithm and the Cell Division Approach. Also, its automation is performed by "entropy," which is defined on action values' distributions. Simulation results were shown to demonstrate the influence and adaptability of the proposed method.
Introduction
Reinforcement learning is a framework for a strategy to learn through trial and error according to rewards provided by the environment [1] . In reinforcement learning, if the purpose of study is set, the agent automatically determines the best way to achieve the goal. Q-learning [2] , [3] is a typical reinforced study method that targets discrete states and actions. Solving a problem that has a continuous state and a continuous action requires discrimination of the continuous state and continuous action. We introduced the Contraction Method [5] , and the Segmentation and Integration Method [6] , into Learning Residual Entropy [7] . The Contraction Method contracts a state. The Segmentation and Integration Method segments a state and integrates two adjacent states. Learning Residual Entropy shows the degree of actions' converging.
In this paper, we investigated these methods. We considered how to divide in order to find the optimum solution faster, the technique by which an agent can acquire the best approach to automatically divide states, and the headstand stabilization problem of the pendulum.
Q-learning
Q-learning is a well-known reinforcement learning technique that works by learning an action-value function that gives the expected utility of taking given action a in given state s and following a fixed policy thereafter. One advantage of Qlearning is that it can compare the expected utility Q of available actions without requiring a model of the environment (usually, the agent selects the action with the maximum expected utility). Expected utility Q is updated iteratively. For each state s from state set S, and for each action a from action set A, we update Q-value Q that depends on current state s of the agent, action a selected by the agent, the next state s' of the agent after taking action a, and reward r received by the agent after taking the action. An update is calculated by the following expression:
where α is the learning rate and γ is the discount factor.
Once Q-learning has finished, the optimal policy and optimal value function have been found without continuously updating the policy during learning.
Q-learning algorithm:
procedure Q-learning begin initialize Q- 
Learning Residual Entropy
The timing of the change of how to divide state space It is the extended version of a paper awarded as a best presentation in ISIS2011.
influences long-term reward and the speed of learning. However, finding the appropriate timing is difficult. Therefore, "Learning residual entropy" was proposed [7] . It expresses the grade of learning processes. For each state S, learning residual entropy I(S) is defined as follows from action choice probability p(S, a).
where p(S, a) is a probability of the internal state S and action a. Now, |a| is a number of possible actions. I(S) is an index of to what degree uncertainty of actions remains at each state. In an unlearned case, I(S) = log |a| / log |a| = 1. In an advanced learning case, particular action tends to be chosen in some cases. Then the more learning processes there are, the more I(S) approaches 0. In addition, the average of I(S) in every state which is included in episode E at every episode and is called "Average of learning residual entropy" I, is as follows:
Now, |E| is a number of states included in episode E. By using the learning residual entropy, there is no guarantee of always getting appropriate timing. However, this can be obtained with only information from the environment, so this can become an extremely powerful index.
Single Pendulum Simulation
We simulated the single pendulum standing task ( Figure  1 ). This physical calculation is performed by the RungeKutta 4 th order method.
Fig. 1. Single pendulum
The following motion equation is simulated in increme nts of 0.05 seconds [4] :
where the parameters and variables are defined as follows:
• learning rate α =0.25
• discount factor γ =0.9
• temperature τ = 1 at the first learning cycle, τ = 0.001 at the last learning cycle (linearly decreasing)
• 1000 episodes × 100
• angle x and angular velocity x & are segmented int o 10 segments • torque T is segmented into six segments
• x is segmented evenly, in the initial state • x & and T are segmented evenly
• contraction ratio is 0.05.
Contraction Method
We investigated an automatic contraction method through simulation [5] .
procedure Q-learning with the contraction method begin initialize Q- As a result, "every 20 episodes" had the best reward.
Segmentation and Integration Method
We investigated an automatic segmentation and integration method through simulation [6] . In this method, the space is initially evenly segmented, and segmentation and integration are performed at regular cycles by the Combine(S,Q) and Divide(S,Q) functions. The neighboring states in which an average of the visited frequency is the least are integrated into a single state that has an average expected utility of the states by the Combine(S,Q) function. The state in which the visited frequency is the most is equally segmented into two states that have the same expected utility by the Divide(S,Q) function. Other expected utilities are undisturbed.
In each various episode, the states were combined and divided. These average rewards from 951 episodes to 1000 episodes are shown in As a result, "every 200 episodes" had the best reward.
Comparison of "Contraction method" and the "Segmentation and Integration Method"
Learning curves of the "Contraction Method" and "Segmentation and Integration Method" are shown in Figure 2 .
This figure shows that the two methods got better reward than no-change states. In the "Segmentation and Integration Method," the reward was increasing especially every 200 episodes. 
Learning Residual Entropy Approach
We investigated an automatic learning residual entropy approach with the "Contraction Method" or "Segmentation and Integration Method" through simulation.
procedure Q-learning with the learning residual entropy approach begin initialize Q-table Q, ∀s ∈ S, ∀a ∈ A; set initial state s 0 ; set CONT_FLAG=1; or SEG_FLAG=1; set ENTROPY THRESHOLD; In this method, the "Contraction Method" or "Segmentation and Integration Method" is done when learning residual entropy is under the entropy threshold. However, in the "Contraction Method," the average entropy of the previous 20 episodes is used because contractions make little change in action values' distributions; namely, learning residual entropy changes little. In the "Segmentation and Integration Method," the entropy of the previous episode is used. These average rewards from 951 episodes to 1000 episodes are shown in TABLES III and IV, and the entropy method's rewards are shown in Figure 3 . Average entropy and an example of entropy are also shown in Figure 4 and 5. In the Contraction Method, contraction every 20 episodes was the best. In the Segmentation and Integration Method, segmentation and integration every 200 episodes was the best. Both methods could get better rewards than the case of evenly segmented states. In the Segmentation and Integration Method, the reward increased in particular for every episode of changing how to divide state space, which indicates that the method can be used to determine an appropriate segmentation method automatically by time. In the learning residual entropy approach with the Segmentation and Integration Method, states were segmented and integrated after approximately converging. Then, learning residual entropy increased, and after waiting for new converging, the next segmentation and integration were done. Therefore, the first objective, which is to find good timing for changing state space, was accomplished.
However, in the learning residual entropy approach with the contraction method, learning residual entropy was not very increased after contraction, so we took an average of 20 episodes. From this, in the early stages of learning (about the first 100 episodes), contraction was not done and after approximately converging, contraction was done at fixed intervals. Thus, this method can also find good timing for changing state space.
Conclusions
Q-learning is a typical reinforced study method that targets discrete states and actions. However, finding appropriate space segmentation types is difficult. In this paper, we investigated the "Contraction Method," "Segmentation and Integration Method," and "Learning Residual Entropy Approach" with these two methods through single pendulum simulations. We showed changing space segmentation types while learning was effective and learning residual entropy could find good timing for changing state space.
Finding the appropriate entropy threshold automatically or finding more effective method to find good timing for changing state space remains as the future work.
